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Abstract. Agent coordination based on Activity Theory postulates that
agents control their own behavior from the outside by using and creat-
ing artifacts through which they interact. Based on this conception, we
envisage social engagements as first-class resources that agents exploit in
their deliberative cycle (as well as beliefs, goals, intentions), and propose
to realize them as artifacts that agents create and manipulate along the
interaction, and that drive the interaction itself. Consequently, agents
will base their reasoning on their social engagement, instead of relying
on event occurrence alone. Placing social engagement at the center of
coordination promotes agent decoupling and also the decoupling of the
agent specifications from the specification of their coordination. The pa-
per also discusses JaCaMo+, a framework that implements this proposal.
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1 Introduction

We propose an agent programming approach that is inspired by, and extends,
the environment programming methodology proposed in [18]. In this methodol-
ogy, the environment is seen as a programmable part of the (multiagent) system.
The methodology takes advantage of the A&A meta-model [23,17] that, having
its roots in the Activity Theory [13], extends the agent paradigm with the arti-
fact primitive abstraction. An artifact is a computational, programmable system
resource, that can be manipulated by agents.

In this context, programming a Multiagent System (MAS) consists of two
main activities: (1) programming the agents as autonomous software entities
designed to accomplish user-defined goals; and (2) programming the environment
(i.e., the artifacts) that provide agents with those functionalities they can exploit
while performing their own activities. In other words, the environment where the
agents operate is thought of as a set of artifacts, where each artifact is a resource,
or tool, that is made available to the agents. Indeed, the framework is much more
powerful as it allows agents not only to access and use artifacts, but also to create
new artifacts, to adapt them, and even to link two (or more) artifacts.



An artifact provides the agents using it with a set of operations and a set of
observable properties. Operations are computational processes that are executed
inside the artifact itself, and that can be triggered by agents or other artifacts.
Observable properties are state variables that are observable by all those agents
using, or focusing on, the artifact. Of course, observable properties can change
over time as a result of the operations occurred inside the artifact. It must
be noticed that, although artifacts are substantially a coordination mechanism,
direct communication between agents is still possible in the framework proposed
by Ricci et al. [18]

The Coordination by Social Engagement (CoSE) programming approach pro-
posed in this paper is a characterization of the A&A meta-model that aims at
further simplifying the design and programming of MASs. First of all, in CoSE
agents are not allowed to communicate directly, not even via message exchange;
agent interaction can occur only by way of artifacts (as postulated by Activity
Theory [13]). In addition, CoSE better characterizes the content of artifact ob-
servable properties. These properties are not only (shared) state variables, but
are also, and more importantly, social relationships. Namely, structures that ex-
plicitly represent the dependencies existing between any two agents that interact
through a same artifact.

In this paper we show how the programming of interacting agents can be sys-
tematically approached by relying on the explicit representation of the agents’
social engagement. The basic idea is that when agents can directly handle so-
cial relationships as resources, the coding phase can be organized in a precise
sequence of steps. Specifically, we focus on social relationships that can be cap-
tured as social commitments [19]. The advantages are both on the software
engineering perspective (decoupling of code), and on the modeling perspective
(agents may consider truly social dependencies, and thus other agents, in their
deliberative cycle).

2 Coordination via Social Engagement

We consider social relationships that can be represented as social commitments
[19]. A commitment C(x, y, s, u) captures that agent x (debtor) commits to agent
y (creditor) to bring about the consequent condition u when the antecedent
condition s holds. Antecedent and consequent conditions are conjunctions or
disjunctions of events and commitments. Commitments have a life cycle. We
adopt the commitments life cycle proposed in [21]. Briefly, a commitment is Null
right before being created; Active when it is created. Active has two substates:
Conditional (as long as the antecedent condition did not occur), and Detached
(when the antecedent condition occurred). In the latter case, the debtor is now
engaged in the consequent condition of the commitment. An Active commitment
can become: Pending if suspended; Satisfied, if the engagement is accomplished;
Expired, if it will not be necessary to accomplish the consequent condition; Ter-
minated if the commitment is canceled when Conditional or released when Ac-
tive; and finally, Violated when its antecedent has been satisfied, but its con-



sequent will be forever false, or it is canceled when Detached (the debtor will
be considered liable for the violation). As usual, commitments are manipulated
by the commitment operations create (an agent creates a commitment toward
someone), cancel (a debtor withdraws an own commitment), release (an agent
withdraws a commitment of which it is the creditor), assign (a new creditor is
specified by the previous one), delegate (a new debtor is specified by the previous
one), discharge (consequent condition u holds). Since debtors are expected to
behave so as to satisfy their engagements, commitments create social expecta-
tions on the agents’ behaviors [9]. Moreover, since we implement commitments
as observable properties of an artifact, they can be used by agents in their practi-
cal reasoning together with beliefs, intentions, and goals for taking into account
other agents and the conditions the latter committed to have achieved.

Programming a MAS in our setting requires, as in the environment pro-
gramming methodology, to program both agents and artifacts. CoSE provides a
commitment-driven methodology for programming agents.

Artifacts. We consider artifacts that include commitments among their observ-
able properties; whenever this happens, we say that the artifact has a social state.
Thus, an artifact Art is formally represented as a tuple 〈S,O,R, ρ〉, where:

1. S is a social state, namely, a set of state variables and social relationships
represented as commitments;

2. O is a set of artifact operations made available to the agents focusing on
the artifact; each operation op in O has a social meaning: The execution of
op creates a new social relationship (i.e., creates a new commitment), or it
makes an existing social relationship evolve (i.e., the state of a commitment
changes). In other words, whenever an artifact operation is executed, the
artifact social state changes not only because some state variables change
their values, but also because some social relationships evolve (e.g., new
commitments are created, or existing commitments are detached/satisfied).
Along the line discussed in [2], we say that the type τ of an operation op,
op : τ , is given by the set {c1, . . . , cn} of commitments that are created by
the execution of op.

3. R is a set of role names exposed by the artifact: an agent which intends to
use the artifact must enact one the roles it exposes.

4. ρ : R → 2O is a function mapping role names to subset of operations in O;
for each r ∈ R, ρ(r) denotes the subset of operations that an agent playing
role r can legally perform on the artifact.

Since operations are typed, and since roles map to operations, we can asso-
ciate each role r ∈ Art.R with a type. Formally, a role r ∈ Art.R has a type τ ,
r : τ , such that

τ =
⋃

opi∈ρ(r)|opi:τi

τi,

namely, the type of a role is the union of all the types of the operations that are
associated with that role.



Agents. For the purposes of this paper, an agent Ag can be abstracted as a triple
〈Σ,B,G〉; where Σ is the agent internal state, inspectable by Ag only, and B
is a set {b1, . . . , bm} of behaviors, each of which enables Ag to perform a given
activity. In other terms, each behavior represents a piece of software that the
designer foresees in the agent specification phase, and, then, the programmer
actually implements in the development phase. Also behaviors can be associated
with types. According to [2], a behavior b has type τ , denoted as b : τ , where τ is,
as before, a set of commitments {c1, c2, . . . , cn}. A behavior b of type τ is capable
of satisfying the commitments in the type. [2] also pointed out how the usage of
typed behaviors enables a dynamic type-checking of agents, guaranteeing that an
agent can only enact roles for which it can satisfy all the involved commitments.
Finally, G is a set of goals assigned to the agent.

CoSE Methodology. Programming an agent Ag, thus, comes down to imple-
menting the set of its behaviors. To this aim, the CoSE methodology suggests a
programmer the following steps. Let Env be a programming environment con-
sisting of a set {Art1, . . . , Artn} of artifacts, let G be a set {g1, . . . , gk} of goals
assigned to Ag, and let B be the initial (possibly empty) set of behaviors of Ag.
For each goal gi ∈ G:

1. If gi can be obtained by Ag without the need of interacting with other agents,
then, program the behavior b for achieving gi and add b to B;

2. Otherwise, Ag needs to interact with other agents. To this aim, select a
suitable artifact Arti in Env. This choice is made by relying on the artifact
roles and operations. Specifically, the following matches are considered:
(a) ∃op ∈ Arti.O whose social meaning is create(C(x, y, gi, p)). Intuitively,

an agent playing the role x offers to have the consequent condition p
achieved if some other agent, playing role y, will have gi achieved. Thus,
if Ag will play the role x, by performing op it will become the debtor of
a conditional commitment, created in the social state Arti.S. If another
agent, playing role y, will bring about the antecedent gi (i.e., the goal Ag
is interested in), Ag will be engaged in bringing about the consequent.

(b) C(Ag′, y, q, gi) ∈ Arti.S and ∃op ∈ Arti.O, with social meaning de-
tach(C(Ag′, y, q, gi)). Intuitively, the social state Arti.S already contains
an offer by agent Ag′, and if Ag plays role y, then, by performing op, it
will accept that offer. Thus, by achieving the antecedent condition q, Ag
will bind the other agent to bring about gi.

3. Once a suitable artifact Arti has been selected, the programmer has to iden-
tify the role(s) in Arti.R agent Ag could play during its execution. Such a
step is partially based on the set of operations that have been previously
recognized as useful for achieving gi. Note, however, that function ρ just
maps roles to subsets of operations, but it does not induce a partition on
Arti.O; that is, given any two roles r1 and r2 in R, ρ(r1)∩ρ(r2) is not neces-
sarily empty. Therefore, once the programmer has identified the operations
Ag needs for achieving gi, the programmer has to select, among all roles in
Arti.R enabling such operations, a role r that better than others fits her/his
needs. Let Roles be such a set of selected role(s) in Arti.



4. For each role r ∈ Roles, let r be of type τ={c1, . . . , cn}. Then, for each
commitment cj ∈ τ , program a behavior b agent Ag assumes whenever a
state change occurs on cj , and add b in B.

Following these steps, the programmer will implement an agent incrementally, by
considering one goal at a time, and by focusing on subproblems (i.e., behaviors),
that either directly or via interaction will be programmed to obtain the goal at
hand.

CoSE enjoys the following properties:

– Agent-to-Agent Decoupling : Since agents can only interact through artifacts,
the separation between agents is even more neat than in the direct message
exchange case. The exchange of messages, in fact, assumes that the two
agents (the sender and the receiver) share a common language. In CoSE it
is only required that agents are capable of using artifact operations. The
advantage is to promote agent openness and heterogeneity.

– Agent-Logic-to-Coordination-Logic Decoupling : Programming an agent just
requires the designer to consider two main aspects: (1) the domain-dependent
process for reaching the goal the agent is devised for, and (2) the behavior
of the agent as a response to changes in the social states of the artifacts
the agent is focusing on. The coordination logic is no longer part of the
agent; rather, the coordination logic is only implemented within the artifact.
Among the main advantages, code verification, i.e. the interaction logic is
programmed just in one precise portion of the system and verified once only,
and Code Maintainability, i.e. the interaction logic is not spread across the
agents, changes to the interaction logic just involve the artifact, while agents
do not need to change.

3 JaCaMo+: Programming Coordination with Social
Relationships

JaCaMo+ builds on the seminal work [1] and on JaCaMo [6], a platform inte-
grating Jason (as an agent programming language), CArtAgO (as a realization
of the A&A meta-model), and Moise (as a support to the realization of orga-
nizations). A MAS realized in JaCaMo is a Moise agent organization, which
involves a set of Jason agents, all working in CArtAgO environments. CArtAgO
environments can be designed and programmed as a dynamic set of shared arti-
facts, possibly distributed among various nodes of a network, that are collected
into workspaces. By focusing on an artifact, an agent registers to be notified
of events that are generated inside the artifact; e.g., when other agents execute
some action.

Jason [7] implements in Java, and extends, the agent programming language
AgentSpeak(L). Jason agents are characterized by a BDI architecture: Each of
them has (1) its belief base, which is a set of ground (first-order) atomic formulas;
and (2) its set of plans (plan library). It is possible to specify two types of goals:



achievement goals (atomic formulas prefixed by the ‘!’ operator) and test goals
(prefixed by ‘?’). Agents can reason on their beliefs/goals and react to events,
amounting either to belief changes (occurred by sensing their environment) or
to goal changes. Each plan has a triggering event (an event that causes its
activation), which can either be the addition or the deletion of some belief or
goal. The syntax is inherently declarative. In JaCaMo, the beliefs of Jason agents
can also change due to operations performed by some agent of the MAS on the
CArtAgO environment, whose consequences are automatically propagated.

JaCaMo+ extends JaCaMo along different directions. In particular, JaCaMo+
reifies the social relationships (commitments) as resources that are available to
the interacting agents. This was obtained by enriching CArtAgO artifacts with
an explicit representation of commitments and of commitment-based interac-
tion protocols. In this way, JaCaMo+ seamlessly integrates Jason BDI agents
with social commitments. The resulting class of artifacts reifies the execution
of commitment-based protocols, including the social state, and enables Jason
agents to be notified about the social events, and to perform practical reasoning
about social expectations thanks to commitments: Agents expect that the com-
mitment debtors behave so as to satisfy the corresponding consequent conditions,
and use such information to decide about their own behavior and goals.

A protocol artifact is a JaCaMo+ artifact that implements a commitment-
based protocol, structured into a set of roles, which can manipulate the protocol
social state. By enacting a role, an agent receives “social powers”, whose exe-
cution has public social consequences, expressed in terms of commitments. A
JaCaMo+ agent, focusing on a protocol artifact, has access to the social state of
the artifact. The implementation, actually, maps the social state onto a portion
of the belief base each such agent has: any change occurred in the artifact’s social
state is instantaneously propagated to the belief bases of all the focusing agents.
Agents are, thereby, constantly aligned with the social state.

An agent playing a role can only execute the protocol actions that are as-
sociated with such a, otherwise the artifact raises an exception that is notified
to the violator. When a protocol action is executed, the social state is updated
accordingly by adding new commitments, or by modifying the state of exist-
ing commitments. The artifact is responsible for maintaining the social state
up-to-date, following action execution and the commitment life cycle.

JaCaMo+ allows specifying Jason plans, whose triggering events involve so-
cial relationships; i.e., commitments. In JaCaMo+, a commitment is represented
as a term cc(debtor, creditor, antecedent, consequent, status) where debtor and
creditor identify the involved agents, while antecedent and consequent are the
commitment conditions. As a difference with standard commitment notation,
we explicitly represent a commitment state by means of the Status parameter.
Commitments can be used inside a plan context or body. Differently than beliefs,
commitment assertion/deletion can only occur through the artifact, as a conse-
quence of a change of the social state. For example, this is the case that deals
with commitment addition:

+cc(debtor, creditor, antecedent, consequent, status) : 〈context〉 ← 〈body〉.



The plan is triggered when a commitment that unifies with the one specified
in the plan head appears in the social state. The syntax is the standard for Jason
plans. Debtor and creditor are to be substituted by the proper role names. The
plan may be aimed at achieving a change of the commitment status (e.g., the
debtor will try to bring about the consequent and satisfy the commitment), or
at allowing the agent to do something as a reaction (e.g., collecting informa-
tion). Similar schemata can be defined to tackle commitment deletion and the
addition (deletion) of social facts. JaCaMo+ allows using commitments also in
contexts and plans as test goals ?cc(. . . ), or achievement goals !cc(. . . ). Addition
or deletion of such goals can, as well, be managed by plans. For example:

+!cc(debtor, creditor, antecedent, consequent, status) : 〈context〉 ← 〈body〉.

The plan is triggered when the agent creates an achievement goal concerning
a commitment. Consequently, the agent will act upon the artifact so as to create
the desired social relationship. After the execution of the plan, the commitment
cc(debtor, creditor, antecedent, consequent, status) will hold in the social state,
and will be projected onto the belief bases of each agent focusing on the artifact.

4 CoSE Methodology in Action

We explain the impact of our proposals by comparing the JaCaMo implemen-
tation [18] of Dijkstra’s Dining Philosophers, with an implementation obtained
via the CoSE methodology in JaCaMo+. The problem involves two roles and,
thus, two kinds of agents: waiter, which is in charge of initializing the artifact,
and philosopher. (We omit waiter because trivial and not interactive.)

In the JaCaMo implementation, coordination is obtained by relying on a
CArtAgO artifact. Goal start initializes information about the philosopher’s
forks, and starts the main loop (thinking and then eating).

1 ! s t a r t .
2 +! s t a r t <− . my name(Me) ;
3 in ( " philo_init " ,Me, Left , Right ) ;
4 +my l e f t f o r k ( Le f t ) ; +my r igh t f o rk ( Right ) ;
5 ! l i v i n g .
6 +! l i v i n g <− ! th ink ing ;
7 ! e a t ing ;
8 ! ! l i v i n g .
9 +! eat ing <− ! acquireRes ; ! eat ; ! r e l e a s eRe s .

10 +! acquireRes : my l e f t f o r k ( Le f t ) & my r i gh t f o rk ( Right )
11 <− in ( " ticket " ) ;
12 in ( " fork " , Le f t ) ; in ( " fork " , Right ) .
13 +! r e l e a s eRe s : my l e f t f o r k ( Le f t ) & my r i gh t f o rk ( Right )
14 <− out ( " fork " , Le f t ) ; out ( " fork " , Right ) ;
15 out ( " ticket " ) .
16 +! th ink ing <− . my name(Me) ; p r i n t l n (Me, " thinking " ) .
17 +! eat <− . my name(Me) ; p r i n t l n (Me, " eating " ) .

Listing 1.1. The philosopher in JaCaMo [18].

Eating requires using the artifact for gaining forks and also a ticket that is
used for avoiding deadlocks. Each agent implements the coordination policy in
its plans, through the artifact operations in and out, as it directly manages



the acquisition and release of forks (and tickets). So, even though Agent-to-
Agent decoupling is achieved, there is no clear separation of concerns between
the agent programming and the artifact programming for what concerns the
coordination logic; consequently, there is a tight coupling between the agents
and the artifacts that allow their interaction. This hinders the specification of
an agent programming methodology independent of that of the artifacts.

A first improvement to this solution (still in JaCaMo) could be placing the
coordination logic inside the artifact; this could be achieved by: (1) moving the
calls of in and out inside new higher level operations (in the following, askForks
and returnForks respectively); and (2) introducing an observable property avail-
ableForks that is notified in the agent’s belief base when forks are available:

1 +! eat ing : my l e f t f o r k ( Le f t ) & my r i gh t f o rk ( Right )
2 <− askForks ( Left , Right ) .
3 +ava i l ab l eFo rk s ( Left , Right ) <− ! eat ; returnForks ( Left , Right ) .

This second solution, though improved, is still not completely satisfactory. The
relation between askForks and availableForks (the latter is a consequence of the
former), that is fundamental to the programmer, is hidden inside the artifact.
The agent invokes askForks (a service, at all respects) and, when forks are avail-
able, the artifact tells the agent through the observable property availableForks.
Observable properties are signals, the agent is programmed to react to signals.
Indeed, the plan corresponding to availableForks is activated as a reaction to
the creation of the corresponding belief: The relation, that ties the plan to the
event that activates it, is causal, but since it is not expressed explicitly, the agent
is not enabled to perform any kind of reasoning. Also in this second solution,
thus, such a relation depends on the coordination logic that is contained in the
artifact. Once again, the lack of separation of concerns is troublesome for the
specification of an agent programming methodology independent of artifacts.

1 /* I n i t i a l goa l s */
2 ! counter ( 0 ) .
3 /* Plans */
4 ! s t a r t .
5 +! s t a r t : true
6 <− focusWhenAvailable ( " philoArtifact " ) ;
7 enact ( " philosopher " ) .
8 +enacted ( Id , " philosopher " , Ro le Id )
9 <− +enactment id ( Role Id ) ;

10 . my name(Me) ;
11 in ( " philo_init " ,Me, Left , Right ) ;
12 +my l e f t f o r k ( Le f t ) ;
13 +my r igh t f o rk ( Right ) ;
14 ! ! l i v i n g .
15 +! l i v i n g : counter (C)
16 <− ! th ink ing ;
17 ! e a t ing .
18 +! eat ing : my l e f t f o r k ( Le f t ) & my r igh t f o rk ( Right ) & counter (C)
19 <− . my name(Me) ; ? enactment id ( Role Id ) ;
20 askForks ( Left , Right , C) .
21 +cc (My Role Id , " philosopher " , a v a i l a b l e ( Left , Right ,C) ,
22 returnForks ( Left , Right ,C) , " DETACHED " )
23 : enactment id (My Role Id ) & my l e f t f o r k ( Le f t ) &
24 my r ight f o rk ( Right ) & counter (C)
25 <− ! eat ( Left , Right , C) ;
26 returnForks ( Left , Right , C) .
27 +cc (My Role Id , " philosopher " , a v a i l a b l e ( Left , Right ,C) ,
28 returnForks ( Left , Right ,C) , " SATISFIED " )



29 : enactment id (My Role Id ) & my l e f t f o r k ( Le f t )
30 <− ? counter (C) ; −+counter (C+1); ! l i v i n g .
31 +! eat ( Left , Right , C) : my l e f t f o r k ( Le f t ) & my r igh t f o rk ( Right )
32 & ava i l a b l e ( Left , Right , C) & counter (C)
33 <− . my name(Me) ; ? enactment id ( Role Id ) .
34 p r i n t l n (Me, " " , Role Id , " eating " ) .
35 +! th ink ing : counter (C)
36 <− . my name(Me) ; ? enactment id ( Role Id ) ;
37 p r i n t l n (Me, " " , Role Id , " thinking , time " ,C) .

Listing 1.2. The philosopher agent program in JaCaMo+.

In JaCaMo+, instead (Listing 1.2), coordination relies on social engagement. The
agent program is built by exploiting the CoSE methodology. As in the JaCaMo
solution, we suppose our agent has a !living main cycle (ln. 15) that alternates
the goals !thinking and !eating. Coordination is needed just for eating: to this
aim, forks must be available. Hence, we consider an environment that contains at
least one artifact which satisfies one of the cases of step (2) in the methodology.
Suppose case (a) is satisfied by an artifact exposing a role philosopher, which
is empowered with an operation askForks, that will let the agent on stand-
by until forks are available and, then, will create a commitment to return the
assigned forks. The agent who executes the operation is the debtor of such a
commitment, any other philosopher is the creditor. The antecedent condition
is that forks are available and the consequent is that forks will be returned.
Note that fork assignment is decided by way of a coordination policy that is
implemented in the artifact.

Now, we need to program the agent behavior in occurrence of the state
changes of such a commitment; indeed, only state changes that are meaningful to
the aims of the agent are to be tackled. In our case, only Detached and Satisfied
are meaningful. When the commitment is detached, the agent eats and then
executes returnForks, thus satisfying its commitment. When the commitment is
satisfied, the agent can re-start its main cycle (!living).

In this case, askForks is not a mere service by the artifact; it creates a so-
cial engagement, whose debtor is the requesting philosopher, and the creditor is
the whole class of philosophers. This is done by the commitment C(My Role Id,
”philosopher”, available(Left,Right,C), returnForks(Left,Right,C)). The agent is
requested to include one or more behaviors for managing such a commitment
and, in particular, for managing the case in which it is Detached. This is pos-
sible because askForks and the event +cc(My Role Id , ”philosopher” , avail-
able(Left,Right,C), returnForks(Left,Right,C), “DETACHED”)1 are tied by the
social meaning of the operation in an explicit way, and this information is avail-
able to the programmer, who does not need to know the coordination logic that is
implemented inside the artifact. Knowing the social meanings of artifact opera-
tions is sufficient for coordinating with others correctly. The connection between
the event “commitment detached” and the associated plan is not only causal, but
rather the plan has the aim of satisfying the consequent condition of the com-
mitment (returnForks). Once again, there is not need of knowing or using logics
that are internal to the artifact. Thus, we achieve not only Agent-to-Agent de-

1 Meaning that a belief of type cc(...) was added to the agent’s belief base.



coupling, but also a real Agent-Logic-to-Coordination-Logic Decoupling. Social
meanings are the key element that enables the definition of an agent program-
ming methodology.

5 Discussion and Conclusions

CoSE extends environments by realizing Engeström’s activity systems, rather
than mere artifacts. Citing [13, page 31], activity systems extend the classical
triadic model (subject, object, and mediating artifact) in that the outcome is
no longer momentary (situational), but consists of new, objectified meanings
and relatively lasting patterns of interaction. In our case, objectified meanings
are supplied by reified commitments, and all interactions are driven by such
meanings instead than by the events (signs or signals), that are “physically”
executed by the agents. Reified commitments also specify expected behaviors in
terms of what is to be achieved rather than how.

The introduction of a commitment-based shared semantics of events allows
for the design of software that meets many software engineering principles. First
of all, abstraction: a failure to separate behavior (i.e., what) from implementation
(i.e., how) is a common cause of unnecessary coupling among the components
in a system. The what-level is tackled, in our proposal, by working at the level
of commitments, and this is the only information that matters for carrying on
an interaction/coordination. An agent who takes on a commitment assumes the
responsibility that something will occur. Now then, who will make it occur, and
which steps will bring to the outcome, are left to the how-level of single agent
programming. Such steps may depend on the context, accommodating emerging
opportunities, or managing specific difficulties. In other words, it is generally not
necessary to impose any strict causal chain in signal generation.

Indeed, CoSE facilitates a separation of concerns between agent program-
ming and the programming of agent coordination: As social relationships ab-
stract the actual events upon which agents should coordinate, programmers can
consider the programming of agents and the programming of coordination arti-
facts as two distinct problems. Programmers can define an agent’s behavior on
the sole basis of the semantics of social relationships, rather than on low-level
events. Focusing on artifacts, programmers focuses on how the occurrence of an
event changes the states of a set of social relations. Since social relationships
are more abstract than events, the decoupling brings along further beneficial
properties like modularity and reuse.

The generality principle calls for the development of software that is free
from unnatural restrictions and limitations. This is precisely what is achieved
by an approach that focuses on what rather than on how and that relies on a
declarative, rather than on a procedural, representation. The incremental devel-
opment principle advocates the incremental realization of software; e.g., one case
at a time. Our proposal meets this requirement in that agent software can be
developed by tackling one commitment at a time, or even one commitment state



change at a time. A carefully planned incremental development process can also
simplify the management of changes in requirements.

Concerning agent-based design, many proposals are found in the literature.
Briefly, SODA [15] is an agent-oriented methodology for the analysis and design
of agent-based systems, adopting a layering principle and a tabular representa-
tion. It focuses on inter-agent issues, like the engineering of societies and envi-
ronment for MAS, and relies on a meta-model that includes both agents and
artifacts. However, SODA does not foresee social engagements nor it provides
an agent programming methodology. GAIA [24] is a methodology for developing
a MAS as an organization, not for programming agents. The 2CL Methodology
[5] is an extension of [12]. It supports the design of commitment-based business
protocols that include temporal constraints, and allows the verification of prop-
erties. As such, it could be used for helping the realization of artifacts, although
the methodology is general and not oriented to this specific abstraction.

Social engagements are at the basis also of organization-oriented program-
ming, of which JaCaMo is a prominent example. Recently, [25] proposed a
JaCaMo extension that introduces Interaction Components to encode–in an
automaton-like shape–protocols, where transitions are associated with (undi-
rected) obligations. Such protocols provide guidelines of how organizational goals
should be achieved. However, organization-driven guidelines are but a kind of
interaction. We claim that when guidelines are missing, interaction should be
supported based on the fundamental notions of goal and engagement. So, our
proposal complements [25], and more in general organizational and normative
approaches [11,14,16,10], in this respect. Social commitments [19], differently
from obligations, are taken by agents as a result of internal deliberative pro-
cesses, and can be directly manipulated by the agents, In addition, [22] shows
how goals and commitments are strongly interrelated. Commitments are, thus,
evidence of the agents’ capacity to take responsibilities autonomously. Citing
Singh [20], an agent would become a debtor of a commitment based on the
agent’s own communications: either by directly saying something or having an-
other agent communicate something in conjunction with a prior communication
of the debtor. That is, there is a causal path from the establishment of a commit-
ment to prior communications by the debtor of that commitment. Such causal
relationships are at the heart of the CoSE methodology. By contrast, obligations
can result from a deliberative process which is outside the agent; this is the case
of the interaction component in [25]. For a detailed discussion of the differences
between obligations and commitments see [3].

Consequently, our proposal differs deeply also from proposals like [8], which
also account for a social dimension of the MAS. That work, for instance, presents
the SOPL language, that allows including, in each of the agents’ programs,
states of affairs that the agent tolerates (even though they are not explicit goals
of its own), and rules to reason about the other agents’ mental states (social
conditions). Social conditions comprise possible evolutions depending on how
other agents behave, they can vary from agent to agent, and are used by the agent
in the process of deciding how to act. Nevertheless, mental states are private to



the agents and the absence of a semantics of actions based on mutual agreement
makes speculations about the others’ behavior fragile, because expectations do
not base upon explicit engagements. From a software engineering perspective,
then, since evolutions of interactions are encoded in the very agent programs, the
proposal does not support the decoupling of agents from the interaction logic.

Future work will concern tackling the formal notions of social context and of
enactment of a protocol in a social context introduced in [4], as well as further
exploring the use of typing systems, along the lines of [2].
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